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Tactics and commands

• Tactics auto, eauto
Commands Hint Constructors, Hint Resolve, Hint Unfold

Roughly speaking, the auto tactic tries a combination of the tactics intro and apply to solve
the current goal. (The eauto is allowed to use the eapply tactic.) That is, if there exists a proof
tree for the current goal that applies only introduction and elimination rules from current hypothe-
ses, the auto tactic automatically completes the proof for you. (Hence the auto tactic solves all
theorems in propositional logic.) It does not implement any smart proof search strategy other than
trying intro and apply tactics (together with the basic tactics for propositional connectives). For
example, if the proof requires the use of rewrite, inversion, or induction tactic, the auto tactic
does not succeed. The auto tactic may also unfold a definition when a hint is given by the Hint
Unfold command.
By default, the auto tactic uses only current hypotheses as potential arguments to the apply tactic,
but you can add more hypotheses with the tactic auto using ... and with the Hint command.
You can even add the whole set of theorems in a library with the tactic auto with .... See the
documentation on Coq for details.
Here are examples of using these tactics and commands.

auto using Lseq.
eauto using m_pred, e_predzero, m_one, m_trans.
auto with arith.

Hint Constructors bvalue nvalue.
Hint Resolve value_is_normal_form nvalue_is_normal_form.
Hint Unfold value normal_form.

From this assignment on, try to use the auto tactic as often as you can. But remember that this
tactic helps you to complete the proof only if you know that the tactic works when applied. Just
running the auto tactic and hoping to finish the proof seldom works. So, before trying the auto
tactic, convince yourself that it will complete the proof. If it does not complete the proof, find out
why and you will better understand how this tactic works.

• generalize dependent
See the comments in the Coq script.

• cut and assert
These tactics allow you to introduce intermediate goals. When proving a complex theorem, you
may find these tactics useful in simplifying the structure of the proof. See the documentation on
Coq for details.

1 Strings of matched parentheses (100 points)

We use the following inference rules to prove theorems about strings of parentheses:

ε mparen Meps
s mparen

(s) mparen
Mpar s1 mparen s2 mparen

s1 s2 mparen Mseq
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ε lparen
Leps

s1 lparen s2 lparen

(s1) s2 lparen
Lseq

ε tparen
Teps

s1 tparen s2 tparen

s1 (s2) tparen
Tseq

Theorem 1.1. If s mparen, then s lparen.

Theorem 1.2. If s lparen, then s mparen.

Theorem 1.3. If s mparen, then s tparen.

Theorem 1.4. If s tparen, then s lparen.

We provide a definition for strings of parentheses (T) and a function for concatenating two strings of
parentheses (concat). Your task is to define inductive judgments mparen, lparen, and tparen according
to the inference rules shown above, and to give proofs of the above theorems.

Inductive E : Set :=
| LP : E
| RP : E.

Inductive T : Set :=
| eps : T
| cons : E -> T -> T.

Fixpoint concat (s1 s2:T) {struct s1} : T :=
match s1 with
| eps => s2
| cons e s2’ => cons e (concat s2’ s2) end.

Inductive mparen : T -> Prop := ...

Inductive lparen : T -> Prop := ...

Inductive tparen : T -> Prop := ...

Theorem mparen2lparen : forall s:T, mparen s -> lparen s.

Theorem lparen2mparen : forall s:T, lparen s -> mparen s.

Theorem mparen2tparen : forall s:T, mparen s -> tparen s.

Theorem tparen2lparen : forall s:T, tparen s -> lparen s.

You may introduce additional lemmas to simplify the proof. You may also need to prove some
properties of concat, e.g., concat s eps = s. Introduce any auxiliary definitions that are necessary to
complete the proofs.
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